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Preface

For already 10 years the IFIP WG 8.1 working conference on the Practice of Enterprise Modelling (PoEM) is an annual meeting place and a discussion forum for the enterprise modelling and information systems community. It gathers academic researchers and practitioners aiming to share their achievements, knowledge and experiences on various topics related to enterprise modelling: enterprise modelling theory, practice, tools and frameworks, enterprise architecture, human aspects and quality issues in enterprise modelling, etc. The 10th edition of PoEM was held in Leuven, Belgium, from 22 to 24 of December 2017. This volume of CEUR-WS proceedings includes papers of two PoEM 2017 events – the Doctoral Consortium and the Industry Track.

The ambition of the Doctoral Consortium was to increase the participation of PhD students working on foundations, methods, tools and applications of enterprise modelling, and to offer them the opportunity to present and discuss their research with other academics and to get a fruitful feedback and advice on their research studies. The Doctoral Consortium was also an occasion to interact with other PhD students and stimulate exchange of ideas and suggestions among participants, to discuss concerns about research topics, supervision, the job market, and other career-related issues.

The PoEM 2017 Doctoral Consortium received and accepted 4 submissions coming from Belgium, France and Germany. Each paper has undergone three evaluation and revision phases. First, it was reviewed by two members of the Program Committee, then a dedicated Mentor helped to revise it and to prepare the presentation. Finally, during the Doctoral Consortium, the Mentor and the audience provided additional comments and recommendations that led to the final revision of the paper included in these proceedings.

The PoEM 2017 Industry Track had another important mission – to attract practitioners from industry and institutions, and to promote real-world success and/or failure stories concerning enterprise modeling. Experiences and lessons learned applying state-of-the-art methods, techniques and tools were especially welcome. The Industry Track selected 4 submissions by means of a two-step process involving the submission of a presentation outline (which was reviewed to see whether it would fit the scope of the conference), and submission of a draft paper (which was reviewed by an independent committee of academics and received three reviews). These contributions were presented and discussed during the conference sessions, and the feedback was incorporated into the papers as you read them below.

We would like to express our gratitude to the Program Committee members and Mentors of the Doctoral Consortium, for their efforts in providing very thorough evaluations of the submitted doctoral papers. We wish to thank the PhD students who accepted to share with us their research ideas and progress. We also wish to thank all Industry Track contributors and participants for having shared their practice and real-world experiences. Finally, we owe special thanks to the Programme Chairs and the Local Organisation Committee of PoEM 2017 for their support.
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